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IN THE NEWS
January 29, 2014 By Eva Grzybek SEO and Online Marketing Specialist
My 2013 Movie Top 10
http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/eva-grzybek/2013-movie-top-10_b_4618016.html?utm_hp_ref=tw

One of my New Year’s Day rituals is to go through all the films I saw in cinema the previous year and
compiling a list of top 10 titles.
Yes, I realise I’m a bit late posting this, but here are my favourite films from 2013:
1. Blue Is The Warmest Colour —The hype
was huge, my expectations were high and
fortunately the movie lived up to both. It blew
me away and I’d give any and every award to
both the actresses right now.

6. Gravity —The visuals, the soundtrack, the
tension - this blockbuster has it all. And even
better in 3D - never thought those words would
actually come out of my mouth. Has to be seen
in cinema really!

2. A Hijacking —Forget Captain Phillips. Want
to see a really gritty and tense thriller about a
ship hijacked by the Somali pirates? Watch this
production from Denmark. It will leave you
short of breath and with a racing heart.

7. Tru Love —My favourite film at last year’s
Raindance Film Fest, this love story from
Canada just swept me off my feet. I fell in love
with the three ladies at the heart of it and hope
it receives the general release it deserves as soon
as possible.

3. Broken Circle Breakdown —This absolute
gem from Belgium has just been nominated
for an Oscar in the Best Foreign Film category.
It also happens to have one of the best
soundtracks you’ll hear for a long while. Forget
Blue Valentine - this is a true portrayal of love
and a breakdown of a relationship

8. Bullhead —Another Belgian entry. A tough
and gritty story of revenge and redemption.
They don’t make them like this in Hollywood.
9. The Girl from the Wardrobe —Another entry
from my Raindance watch list. This Polish
production has been scooping up awards across
Europe. Hopefully we’ll soon see it on a few
more big screens here in the UK.

4. Nebraska —This was my last watch of 2013
and made it right into the top 5. Funny and
heart-warming with brilliant performances
from Bruce Dern and June Squibb.

10. Zero Dark Thirty — So much has been said
about this movie. Forget the politics, it’s simply
a great watch!

5. Amour —Michael Haneke just gets better and
better. If your heart is not bleeding by the time the
final credits roll, then you probably don’t have one.

Follow Eva Grzybek on Twitter:
www.twitter.com/_homosapiens
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February 26, 2014 By Nigel M Smith
Exclusive: Wolfe Will Release Lesbian Drama ‘Tru Love’ on DVD and VOD
http://www.indiewire.com/article/exclusive-wolfe-will-release-lesbian-drama-tru-love-on-dvd-and-vod

Wolfe Releasing, the world’s largest exclusive distributor of gay and lesbians films, has acquired
U.S. digital and DVD rights to Kate Johnston and Shauna MacDonald’s “Tru Love.” The film will
debut on VOD and DVD later this year.
Here’s the synopsis per Wolfe:
At 37, Tru (Shauna MacDonald) finds herself a serial bed-hopping lesbian who cannot commit to
a relationship or a job for long. Then she meets Alice (Kate Trotter), 60, a beautiful widow, who
has come to town at the last minute to visit her daughter Suzanne (Christine Horne), who is Tru’s
friend. Sparks fly as Alice and Tru begin forging an unlikely friendship …and more. As Suzanne
becomes increasingly alarmed at the growing bond between Tru and her mother, Suzanne tries to
sabotage the budding romance.
“We are so delighted to find such a lovely film in a year when so few women’s stories have made it
to the silver screen,” said Wolfe President Maria Lynn.
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February 27, 2014 By Tagg Magazine
Wolfe Video To Release ‘Tru Love’ Movie
http://taggmagazine.com/wolfe-video-releases-tru-love-movie/

Wolfe Video, the world’s largest exclusive distributor of gay and lesbian films, has acquired the
U.S. Digital and DVD rights to Tru Love by co-directors Kate Johnston and Shauna MacDonald.
Named one of top ten films of 2013 by Huffington Post UK, Tru Love is an evocative love story
involving three women whose lives intersect and are changed forever. The film will debut on VOD
and DVD in late 2014.
“We are so delighted to find such a lovely film in a year when so few women’s stories have made it
to the silver screen,” says Wolfe President Maria Lynn.
The film follows lead character, Tru. At 37, Tru (Shauna MacDonald) finds herself a serial bedhopping lesbian who cannot commit to a relationship or a job for long. Then she meets Alice (Kate
Trotter), 60, a beautiful widow, who has come to town at the last minute to visit her daughter
Suzanne (Christine Horne), who is Tru’s friend. Sparks fly as Alice and Tru begin forging an
unlikely friendship …and more. As Suzanne becomes increasingly alarmed at the growing bond
between Tru and her mother, Suzanne tries to sabotage the budding romance.
“Tru Love has been a labour of love for us, so we are thrilled to have found a home with a distribution
company that is extremely passionate about the films and filmmakers they discover. We are
delighted to be a part of their Wolfe pack!” says Directors Kate Johnston and Shauna MacDonald
in a joint statement.
For more information about this film, visit http://trulovethefilm.com/.

Tagg Magazine is an innovative, lesbian-focused magazine that is distributed throughout the
District of Columbia, Maryland, and Virginia
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May 21-25, 2014 Mumbai International Queer Film Festival
Tru Love, Mitraa win top honours at KASHISH 2014
http://www.mumbaiqueerfest.com/film-festival/what-s-new/item/85-tru-love-mitraa-win-top-honours

Canadian film Tru Love won the top two
awards – Best Narrative Feature Film and Best
Actor in a Leading Role for Kate Trotter — at
the fifth KASHISH Mumbai International
Queer Film Festival on Sunday May 25, 2014.
KASHISH is South Asia’s and India’s biggest
and only mainstream LGBT film fest.  

The Riyad Wadia award for Best Emerging
Indian Filmmaker was won by Sharon Flynn for
her film I’dentity. The award includes a trophy
and a cash award of Rs 15,000 sponsored by
Wadia Movietone. The winner also gets a two
day HD shooting kit from Accord Equips.  
The other awards of the night were won by
Bridegroom (Best Documentary Feature),
Families Are Forever (Best Documentary Short
Film), Naked (Best International Narrative
Short Film) and P.D.A. (Special mention).  

Bollywood actor and former Miss India
Celina Jaitly gave away the awards which were
received on behalf of the filmmakers and actor
by Consul General of Canada Richard Bale in
a star studded ceremony at the grand, iconic
Liberty Cinema. The award includes a trophy
and a cash award of Rs 30,000 sponsored by
internationally acclaimed actor Anupam Kher
and his Actor Prepares school.  

``I remember the first Kashish Film Festival
which was inaugurated in the basement
of a hotel and today it has moved to this
grand venue,’’ said Celina Jaitly. ``A lot of
conversations are needed to change the
society’s attitude and mindsets, but nothing
reaches people like entertainment,’’ she added.
The actor, whose recent singing debut with the
song ``The Welcome’ about marriage equality
has gone viral on Youtube, with over quarter
of a million views in the last two weeks, the
highest viewed United Nations video and
was screened at the Awards Nite. Celina said
that she continues to support equal rights for
lesbian, gay and transgender persons and the
fight against section 377 that criminalises same
sex relationships.  

The Best Indian Narrative Short Film award
went to the period film Mitraa directed by
National award winning filmmaker Ravi
Jadhav. The film based on a play by Vijay
Tendulkar, also got its lead actor Veena Jamkar,
a special mention from the Jury. The award,
included a trophy and a cash award of Rs
20,000 sponsored by Anupam Kher and Actor
Prepares.  
The jury comprised actor and former Member
of Parliament Nitish Bharadwaj, National
award winning filmmaker Onir, actor Avantika
Akerkar, costume designer Pia Benegal and
Wadia Movietone director and activist Roy Wadia. 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“It is really important to support a festival like
KASHISH which offers a platform for Indian
and international films that otherwise can
never be seen in India. Our acting school has
always recognised excellence in cinema and
we are happy to support the top awards at
KASHISH. It is also our commitment to raise
awareness about social issues”, said Anupam
Kher in a message.  

Sridhar Rangayan, Festival Director, said
that KASHISH MIQFF in its fifth year had
grown bigger with support from corporate,
development agencies and its successful crowd
funding initiatives. ``Filmmakers who make
films on LGBT themes find it difficult to reach
out to a wider audience or find mainstream
spaces to showcase their works. KASHISH
serves as a platform for filmmakers who make
films on LGBT themes. The awards serve as an
inspiration to the filmmakers and a recognition
of their efforts to make cutting edge films on
LGBT themes,’’ Rangayan.  

Richard Bale, Consul General of Canada
while accepting the awards on behalf of the
filmmakers and actor said that he was delighted
that Tru Love had won top awards at KASHISH
2014. ``Canada has always been the beacon for
equal rights and its films have proven that it is
not only willing to deal with difficult subjects
but also achieve cinematic excellence,’’ said
Bale.  

`Back in the 1990s people came in burqas for
meetings on LGBT issues. Today hundreds
of people have come to see films on LGBT
themes in a mainstream venue in the heart of
South Mumbai over the five days of the festival
without a mask. There lies the victory of the
festival. KASHISH is about us,’’ said Vivek
Anand, CEO of Humsafar Trust, co organiser
of KASHISH MIQFF 2014.  

Vasudev Rane, Director of Photography of
Mitraa, accepted the award on behalf of Ravi
Jadhav. ``Winning an award will motivate us to
make more films and come back to the festival
in the future,’’ said Rane.  

Nazir Hoosein, owner of the iconic Liberty
Cinema, the venue of the festival said that he
was overwhelmed at the response to the festival
`` I was overwhelmed when it started and the
overwhelming continues. Let this endeavour
continue; let this awareness continue,’’ said
Hoosein, adding that he wants Liberty Cinema
to be the permanent venue for the festival.  

``Its an honour to win an award for ones very
first film,’’ said Sharon Flynn adding that it was
a privilege to win an award instituted in the
memory of India’s first openly gay filmmaker
Riyad Wadia. 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The glittering closing night and awards ceremony saw performances by India’s first transgender
and hijra dance troupe Dancing Queens, Bharatnatyam exponent Jitesh Bangera, singer Sushant
Digvikar and standup comic Nick Pillow.  
KASHISH was held between May 21 - May 25, 2014, at the iconic Liberty Cinema, New Marine
Lines and Alliance Française de Bombay (AFB). The festival screened 154 films from 31 countries
- of these 11 are World, 17 International and 39 Asian premieres.

— Kate Trotter (Alice)
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June 2, 2014 — Inside Out Wraps
Announcing The Canadian And International Award Winners
http://hyemusings.blogspot.ca/2014/06/inside-out-wraps-announcing-canadian.html

The Inside Out LGBT Film Festival finished
another successful event and announced this
year’s award recipients at the Closing Night
party last night. Inside Out offers three
categories of awards: audience awards,
Canadian juried awards, and an international
award. RBC is the Festival’s returning
Presenting Sponsor.

Canadian Juried Awards: This year’s jury
members are Kim Crosby (artist and coordinator
at T Dot Renaissance Toronto), Gein Wong
(interdisciplinary director, playwright, spoken
word poet, composer and video artist) and
Michael Souther (co-founder of Amaze Film +
Television, which produces Call Me Fitz).
Best Canadian Film Award: TOM AT THE
FARM, directed by Xavier Dolan. Sponsored
by EP Canada/Canada Film Capital, the $2,000
cash award for Best Canadian Film is presented
to an established Canadian artist for a short or
feature-length narrative or documentary film.

If you attended the festival and cast your vote,
then you’ll be excited to find out who won the
Audience Awards:
Best Feature Film Award: TRU LOVE, directed
by Kate Johnston and Shauna MacDonald

Emerging Canadian Artist Award: TRU LOVE,
directed by Kate Johnston and Shauna
MacDonald and 100 CRUSHES CHAPTER 6:
THEY, directed by Elisha Lim. Sponsored by
Inside Out’s presenting sponsor RBC, the $2,500
cash award for Emerging Canadian Artist is
given to an emerging Canadian filmmaker who
is in the early stages of his or her career. The
recipient must have directed no more than two
fiction narrative short films, or no more than
one fiction narrative feature-length film.

Inside Out presents a $1,000 cash award to the
audience’s favourite feature-length film.
Best Documentary Film Award: MATT SHEPARD IS A FRIEND OF MINE, directed by
Michele Josue. Sponsored by Elle Flanders,
this $500 prize is named in recognition of
the contribution of Elle Flanders, Inside Out’s
Executive Director from 1996 to 1999.
Best Short Film Award: LIVING IN THE
OVERLAP, directed by Cindy Hill and Mary
Dalton
Sponsored by Michael Leshner and Michael
Stark (in honour of Mikey/Schmikey), this
$1,000 cash award is presented to a short film
under 50 minutes in length.

Hot Shorts Award: WAACK REVOLT —
A DANCE FILM, directed by Sonia Hong.
Sponsored by HardTV, the Hot Shorts Award
is given to a Canadian film or video that
addresses, in a unique fashion, LGBT sexuality
and/or erotica.
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International Awards: Gosia Kamela (producer Bell Media, Drama), Laurie Colbert (director
Margarita) and Bill Guentzler (Artistic Director, Cleveland International Film Festival) are this
year’s jury members.
Bill Sherwood Award for Best First Feature: 52 Tuesdays, directed by Sophie Hyde. Named in
honour of the gay American film director, who stepped boldly onto the international film stage in
1986 with his first feature, Parting Glances, the $1,750 cash prize for the Bill Sherwood Award for
Best First Feature is an international prize presented to a first time feature director.
This year, Inside Out presented a stellar lineup of films. It was also great to see the diversity in
themes and styles, as well. A big congratulations to all award winners, and to Inside Out staff and
volunteers for another great run!

— Christine Horne (Suzanne)
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June 25, 2014 in Arts & Entertainment
Sunshine Coast Pride Film Night Presents Tru Love
http://www.thelocalweekly.ca/sunshine-coast-pride-film-night-presents-tru-love/

Tru Love, a bittersweet love story about three women whose hearts crack open, will be the featured
film presented by Queer Projections at this year’s Sunshine Coast Pride Weekend. The awardwinning Canadian film will be shown on Friday, June 27 at 7:30 pm at the Gibsons Heritage
Playhouse.
In the film, Alice recently widowed and still in mourning, has decided to fly in on very short notice
to visit her lawyer daughter Suzanne. Suzanne is too busy to spend time with her mother, and asks
her friend Tru to “babysit” Alice. Tru, a bed-hopping, commitment- phobic lesbian with a talent
for Frenchcooking, agrees to help Suzanne — a friend who apparently at some point, wasn’t just a
friend. An unexpected attraction builds between Tru and Alice, and Suzanne becomes increasingly
threatened.
The film, directed by Kate Johnston and Shauna MacDonald, is the recipient of critical acclaim
and many awards, including the Best Feature Film Audience Award at the recent Inside/ Out Film
Festival in Toronto. Tickets are $12 at the door or you can purchase on-line at: pride film tickets.
Pride Weekend commemorates the Stonewall riots, which took place on June 28, 1969 in New York.
The riots are considered to be the inciting moment that sparked the gay liberation movement.
Other events during the weekend include a performance by Kate Reid, a dance and silent auction
at the Roberts Creek Hall on Saturday night.
More information and tickets available at http:// sunshinecoastpride.com.
Queer Projections aims to bring queer films to the Sunshine Coast in order to promote LGBTQ
visibility and encourage communication and connections across our varied communities. Through
these film events, we hope to foster understanding, equality, diversity and counteract the effects of
homophobia and discrimination. Queer Projections events are produced by Rhizome Up! Media at
http://rhizomeup. ca. For more information go to: http://outonthecoast.ca/.
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July 14, 2014 By GayNZ.com Daily News staff
Out Takes audience faves announced.
http://www.gaynz.com/articles/publish/2/article_15364.php

A Canadian lesbian romance flick and a Dutch gay comedy have tied for Best Feature Film after a
vote by audiences of the Out Takes Film Festival.
Tru Love and Matterhorn both received 13 per cent of the vote, with The Way He Looks a close
second on 11 per cent.
Voters comments about Tru Love included: “Really enjoyed the narrative - the cinematography and
setting was almost as beautiful,” while a Matterhorn viewer says “Matterhorn is an amazing film original, rich and perfectly produced. Thanks for showing it.”
Alice Walker: Beauty In Truth won Best Documentary, with Codebreaker second.
The Best Narrative Short Film was Australian short dik, which viewers adored and raved about.
Comments included “Brilliant on all levels, haven’t stopped thinking about it” and “Outstanding, a
must for all PPTAs. As memorable as the little kids outside the Awanui pub quite a few years ago.”

— Shauna MacDonald (Tru)
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October 22, 2013
The Review {Raindance 2013} Day ten - 4th. October.
http://thetrashbash.wordpress.com/2013/10/22/the-review-raindance-2013-day-ten-4th-october/

Imagine if you will, a love so special, that
it defies convention bound by our limited
expectations…. Ok, so no. Let’s start again. Tru
Love is a story of friendship, loss and obviously
love. Women in love to be exact. Mothers and
daughters, daughters and their lovers, lovers
and mothers. It’s so genuine and funny and
beautifully structured that it’s literally stayed
with me since watching it at the film fest.

lets rip toe to toe with her mother. That brings
me to Alice, played by the illuminating and
exquisite (yes really) Kate Trotter. To describe
her performance is to do her an injustice but
it begs the question why there aren’t more
actresses of her caliber on-screen in these
roles where, I believe, experience is key and a
massive advantage to turning out a fantastic
performance.

Tru (amusingly short for Gertrude) is a middleaged woman afraid to commit, and she’s got a
pissed off lover to show for it. Then she meets
Alice. A beautiful older woman, with an
infectious personality and perspective on life,
recently widowed and in town staying with her
daughter Suzanne.

This is, in my opinion, it’s a tender, sexy and
honest depiction of true love and best of all it
makes no apologies for crossing those invisible
lines set by studios.

Suzanne, unlike her mother, is highly strung
and consumed by work so when she sacrifices
quality time to spend with Alice (enlisting Tru
as a designated babysitter) the two women end
up striking a bond more honest than either
have had in their lives. Tensions between the
three women arise when Suzanne starts to feel
secluded from Alice’s affections and dubious
about Tru’s intentions.

For starters it’s a story told by women, featuring
a predominantly female cast, but I’m not talking
about fierce, single ladies, in the vein of Sex and
The City or First Wives Club; this film holds a
little more water than that, it’s not a war on the
sexes – it transcends that particular convention
entirely. It’s a story about the rarity of finding
true love and friendship. I think it’s important
to state here that the issue of age or sexual
preference isn’t a conflicting issue, but more of
a footnote the audience and studios need to get
over – and that, to me, is progressive cinema.

The title character is played by co-director
and writer Shauna MacDonald. A beautiful
understated approach to a role that could so
easily be delivered in an abrasive, hedonistic
way. Suzanne (Christine Horne) is like a gazelle
on-screen. Her elfin face, short crop and long
limbs reminiscent of a young Mia Farrow and
Katherine Hepburn combined. She’s brilliant
on-screen, even devastating at times when she

Without the chance meeting of Canadian
duo Kate Johnston and Shauna MacDonald,
this may not have got off the ground. During
the Q &A both filmmakers reminded us how
intrinsic their crowd funding initiative was and
the how their crew helped in every way to make
this initial short, into a feature. It’s that kind of
love and dedication behind the camera that is
so apparent on-screen.
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Cinema from Matt Micucci’s point of view
Hearts screening review — TRU LOVE by Kate Johnston and Shauna MacDonald
http://www.cinecola.com/reports/bfi-flare-london-lgbt-film-festival/hearts-screening-review-tru-love-by-kate

Time and time again, there is reason to
complain about fast paced cinema stripping
films of the emotive charge of the storylines
they tell. It has become a clichéd convention,
hence – particularly in today’s films – that
the vast majority of films should move so fast
and become an artificial representation of real
life and, most prominently, the relationship
between on screen characters. That is why a film
like Tru Love stands a purifying experience
that, in its simplicity, builds up credibility
for its personages and inspired a natural and
somewhat meditative connection with its
audience.

Tru is afraid of attachment and scared of
commitment. Alice is mourning her recently
deceased husband. His death led to an
awakening or re-discovery of undiscovered
feelings, yet she still imagines conversations
with her life partner on a constant basis.
Suzanne, on the other hand, has forced a life of
career to escape emotive vulnerability – a life
that sees her hardened, cold and all too often
distantly alienated against her will.
Though the film is Canadian, it is rather
European in style. Eric Rohmer with added
warmth and less love of alliterated dialogue,
Kate Johnston and Shauna MacDonald’s
dialogue is blatantly and frustratingly real to
the point of sometimes feeling simplistic and
surprising the viewer with gems of poetry. But
what truly lets these three characters speak
out and reveal themselves on the screen is the
unhurried pacing, the simple cinematography
that nevertheless treasures its Toronto
landscape – a character in the movie in its own
right providing intercut moments of solemnity
among the intense confrontations between Tru,
Alice and Suzanne.

This is the story of a 33 year old woman names
Tru, with a reputation as a lesbian Don Juan,
who meets and falls for Alice, the 60 year
old mother of Suzanne, a friend of hers. The
strange attraction is so pure and strong between
them that from the outset, the platonic love’s
development into a more complete love is never
questionable. Furthermore, the most touching
element of this attraction and the resulting
subplots that spin out of the dramatic triangle of
this storyline is that the three women Tru Love
focuses on have been touched and scarred by
loneliness and long for connection in ways that
makes this meeting powerful and captivating.
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And the three leading ladies step up to the challenge with their excellent and human performances.
Shauna MacDonald, who also co-directed the film, is particularly magnetic and shows great
connection with her character. A times her interpretation of Tru feels cat-like, and there is always
a feeling that her softness and sweetness as well as her attitude and charisma can vanish into thin
air at the first sign of rejection for her own protection. Tru is a woman that needs to be loved, and
Alice for her represents a mother and a lover rolled into one. In the same way, Alice is in need of a
daughter and one last big love – and Tru offers to satisfy both those needs.
Strictly speaking, despite the lesbian themed storyline, this is more a film about womanhood than
homosexuality. Which is also refreshing, because it is true that lesbian movies in particular have
rarely been able to evade categorisation as a niche film or exaggerated and stylised flamboyance.
Well, if anyone will speak of Tru Love as a niche film, it is not because of lesbianism but because it
ultimately tends to a more art-house audience willing to escape the restlessness of our social media
generation to re-discover true emotional connection over fake projections of life. That is why Tru
Love’s coating of timelessness makes it all the more of a treat to watch – demanding for some, but
heart-warming to many.

— Kate Trotter (Alice) and Shauna MacDonald (Tru)
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March 26, 2014 David William Upton
BFI Flare Review: Tru Love
http://sosogay.co.uk/2014/bfi-flare-review-tru-love/

‘You should come with a warning label.’ A
vicious parting shot from a definite ex-girlfriend
of Tru (Shauna MacDonald), whose reputation
for not holding on to relationships precedes
her. She’s skipping out on a one night stand
whose name she can’t even remember as we
meet her, late for her promised favour for friend
Suzanne (Christine Horne). Suzanne’s mother
Alice (Kate Trotter) is gliding through town in
a cab, bound for a stay with her daughter; too
busy with a pressing case, Suzanne asks Tru to
let her mother in. When Alice sparks to Tru’s
humour and their lonely, damaged selves find a
connection, Suzanne’s peculiar jealousy begins
to rise, and familial tensions fight romantic
intrigue.

locations feel strangely isolated from reality. It’s
no wonder Alice, recovering from the complex
grief of losing the husband (Peter MacNeill) she
never really loved, is quickly intrigued by Tru’s
independent, playgirl lifestyle as opposed to the
distant world of her own daughter.
There’s a sharp, almost mean humour to Tru
Love that had our audience sniggering fondly at
moments that simultaneously read as dramatic;
it’s an unexpected strength in a film that often
hides its tender heart behind barbed moments
and pointed cliché. Much of that tenderness
comes from Kate Trotter’s truly exquisite
performance; her gravelly tones lend a wisdom
and fatigue to a part that may quite easily have
read as naive. Alice is a woman wounded, not
just by the death of her husband and the distance
of her daughter, but by all the years she endured,
quietly, never really feeling content and loved to
the full. ‘I tried to love you,’ she confesses to the
ghost of her husband, appearing as a strange
kind of confidante in her moments of solitude.
Trotter makes Alice’s youthful flights of fancy –
running down a pier; grabbing Tru’s hands for
an impromptu tango lesson – both effervescent
and melancholic, always hinting at the idea that
this is simultaneously the first and last time
she’ll experience these moments of pure joy.

MacDonald co-wrote, co-produced and codirected with Kate Johnston, casting a glowing
sheen across a chilly, snow-covered Toronto.
The film bears the relaxed, cosmopolitan vibe
of the city, but also the isolation sharpened
by the weather. Tru enjoys an easy rapport
in her favourite restaurant and with her best
friend Gray (Alexander Chapman), picking
up women with minimal effort. Suzanne’s
frantic, suited existence provides an effective
counterpoint, even if the class conflicts
hinted at in the friends’ different locales and
costuming are mostly off-screen and the film’s
familiarly oversaturated demeanour makes the
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MacDonald makes for an appealing lead, believably moving between an easy charm and a guarded
cautiousness as Suzanne’s reactions become increasingly suspicious. Horne, a gamine cross
between Mia Farrow and Toni Collette, acts as somewhat of an intrusive third wheel for much of
the film, but when her own motivations and desires become clearer, she aces every dramatic beat,
ably twisting some of them into elongated comic pauses. Other characters feel slightly awkward
– particularly Tru’s pick-ups, perhaps because we don’t see them picked-up – but that’s by virtue
of the close character piece MacDonald and Johnston have opted for. It’s an approach that could
easily feel schematic or claustrophobic, but the actors draw all the right aspects of the script to the
fore and make for a film that softly and gracefully ponders on the possibilities of love through the
various pains endured in human lives.
Tru Love played at BFI Flare on 22, 23 and 24 March and will be released by Peccadillo Pictures
later this year. Assets courtesy BFI.

— Shauna MacDonald (Tru) and Kate Trotter (Alice)
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March 27, 2014 by Pink Families in Films, Modern families
Tru Love: A love story involving three women whose hearts crack open
http://www.pinkfamilies.com/tru-love-a-love-story-involving-three-women-whose-hearts-crack-open/

Kate Johnston and Shauna MacDonald’s Tru
Love is a beautiful film that explores love,
loss and vulnerability through examining the
intertwined relationships of a mother, daughter
and a friend. The film involves a stellar cast,
beautiful cinematography by director of
photography Maya Bankovic, and an evocative
soundtrack.

and forbids Tru from spending time with her
mother. Alice is forced to investigate why,
finally exposing the reasons why Suzanne is
struggling with their blossoming relationship.
Barriers of age, sexual orientation, confusion
and grief are overcome in the beautifully shot
Tru Love. Even though Tru Love was made on a
budget of only $100,000, the film easily engages
audiences because of the stellar performances
by all actors, including the supporting
performances of Alexander Chapman (Tru’s
best friend) and Peter MacNeill (Alice’s
husband), who are all extremely well cast.

Tru Love is set in Toronto and revolves around
a recently bereaved wife and daughter, and their
relationship with a 37-year old commitmentphobic lesbian called Tru (Shauna MacDonald).
The tensions between these characters start to
develop when Alice (Kate Trotter) comes to
town to visit her daughter, Suzanne (Christine
Horne). However, Suzanne is busy working
towards gaining partnership in a law firm, is
unable to spend time with her mother when she
arrives and seems to have difficulty spending
time with her mother. Tru steps in to help
out her friend and she ends up keeping Alice,
Suzanne’s mother, company.

Tru teaches Alice about living life to its fullest
and that life is the most precious gift of all.
Alice, committed to following her heart, still
manages to be a mother to her daughter who is
struggling with her emotions and being true to
her feelings. This is perhaps illustrated in one
of the best quotes in the film from Alice who
explains: “Finding yourself. Losing yourself. It’s
all the same in the end.”

While spending time together, Alice and
Tru slowly develop a strong attraction and
connection. But, as their relationship develops,
Suzanne (who finds it difficult to express her
emotions) begins to obstruct its development

The film is presented by TomGirl Films and has
been signed a distribution deal with Wolfe to
release in the US and Peccadillo Pictures in the UK.
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April 12, 2014 By Tim Isaac Tru Love Trailer
—Unexpected bonds between three women in the lesbian-themed movie
http://www.biggaypictureshow.com/bgps/2014/04/tru-love-trailer-unexpected-bonds-between-three-wo

Tru Love has had some great notices following its film festival screenings, including recently at
London’s BFI Flare fest, so if it comes anywhere near you, make sure you check it out.
Here’s the synopsis: ‘Tru, 37, is a serial bed-hopping lesbian who cannot commit to a relationship
or a job for long.
‘Restless by nature and wounded by the past, she seems to live from pillar to post, from mattress
to mattress, bobbing along through life with no anchor to ground her. She gets by on her wits, her
considerable good looks and charm — but at her age, it is all starting to wear a little thin.
‘Then she meets Alice, 60, a beautiful widow, who has come to town at the last minute to visit her
daughter Suzanne, a too-busy corporate lawyer. Suzanne, 35, is Tru’s friend.
‘When Tru meets Alice, sparks fly and Alice and Tru begin forging an unlikely friendship…and
more. Suzanne, who has a deeply conflicted relationship with her mother and a complicated and
a secret past with Tru, becomes increasingly alarmed at the growing bond between Tru and Alice.
‘After Suzanne witnesses an intimate moment between the two, feeling jealous and threatened, she
tries to sabotage the budding romance. But it backfires, as Tru Love is hard to contain.
It’ll be released on DVD and VoD in the US by Wolfe Video later this year.
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May 22 - June 1, 2014.
Inside Out 2014: Tru Love – Film Review
http://www.theartsguild.com/inside-out-2014-tru-love-film-review/

While many films depict the development of
romantic relationships between two friends,
Tru Love, from Canadian writing and directing
duo Kate Johnston and Shauna MacDonald,
is the first I have seen to imagine what would
happen when one falls for their friend’s mother.
This sensitive and gentle film depicts the
nuances of relationships – romantic, friendly,
and familial – in a poignant manner.

“My favourite scenes are those where
Trotter is shown talking to her late husband,
who also appears on the screen as if he
were actually alive until the camera reveals
Alice to be alone.”

Tru (Shauna MacDonald) and Suzanne
(Christine Horne) have long been friends,
but this friendship is put to the test when Tru
finds herself unexpectedly falling for Suzanne’s
older mother Alice (Kate Trotter). Although
protagonist Tru is an admitted womanizer,
she remains sympathetic and likeable due to
her fun nature and a hidden complexity that
is gradually revealed. MacDonald and Trotter
both provide emotional performances that
never become over-the-top, and a relaxed
chemistry is ever-present. My favourite scenes
are those where Trotter is shown talking to her
late husband, who also appears on the screen as
if he were actually alive until the camera reveals

Alice to be alone. Such beautiful moments
reveal the complicated relationship the two
had, and the struggles thatAlice has had to face
throughout her life.
Tru Love boasts a lovely soundtrack that is
reminiscent of French film and reflects its
characters’ shared love of the culture, as well as
familiar Toronto scenery that appears lovely in
winter as opposed to harsh. This emotional film
about life and love in different forms is simple
but unfailingly well meaning, and highly
enjoyable like so many current great Canadian
works.
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MAY 24, 2014. by Matt Hoffman
INSIDE OUT 2014 REVIEW: TRU LOVE
http://thetfs.ca/2014/05/24/inside-2014-review-tru-love/

Tru (Shauna MacDonald), is a thirty-something
lesbian living in Toronto, who cannot seem to
commit to a relationship. When her ex-lover
Suzanne (Christine Horne) asks a favour of her,
Tru meets Suzanne’s widowed mother Alice
(Kate Trotter), who greatly impacts her views
of life, love, and happiness. What begins as a
few friendly encounters between Tru and Alice,
eventually begins to blossom into something
much deeper and more intimate.

“It’s always nice when a film is shot in
Toronto, but even better when that said
film doesn’t pretend to be taking place
somewhere else.”

else. As much as Tru Love is a portrait of a
relationship, it is also a portrait of the beautiful
city in which this relationship develops. With
the film’s many mentions of France, one can’t
help of how much better the film would be if
French superstar Catherine Deneuve had played
Alice, escepcially since she bares such a strong
resemblance to Trotter in the film. While the
comparison must be made, Trotter still gives
an excellent performance, and is definitely the
strongest actor in the film.

Forget about not becoming involved with your
ex’s friends, don’t get involved with your ex’s
parents! All jokes aside though, Tru Love does
a great job at capturing a lovely May-December
relationship between two very damaged
women. It’s always nice when a film is shot in
Toronto, but even better when that said film
doesn’t pretend to be taking place somewhere

Is Tru Love essential festival viewing?

“Forget about not becoming involved
with your ex’s friends, don’t get involved
with your ex’s parents!”

Ignoring the ludicrous title, the film works for
the most part. A recurring bit featuring Alice
speaking to the ghost of her dead husband feels
out of place, but the strong romance certainly
makes up for it.
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MAY 24, 2014. by Glenn Sumi and Susan G. Cole
Queer Hits and Misses — Tru’s Truth
http://www.nowtoronto.com/m/story.cfm?c=198122
Note: This link must be copied and pasted manually into your web browser’s address bar.

When commitment-phobe Tru (co-director Shauna MacDonald) meets Alice (Kate Trotter) – the
mom of Suzanne (Christine Horne), one of her one-night stands — she’s shocked to discover herself
falling for the older woman.
The film has a seriously soapy quality, and the scenes between Alice and the ghost of her ex-husband
get in the way. And why would conflicted Suzanne set up Alice’s introduction to Tru in the first place?
But MacDonald is absolutely winning as the title character and makes you care about what happens.
—SUSAN G.COLE

Pixel 51

June 5, 2014. by pixel51
Award-winning film ‘Tru Love’ Aims for October Release
http://www.pixel51.com/blog/archives/11783

TRU LOVE’s main character, commitment-phobic lesbian Tru (Shauna MacDonald), forms an
unlikely but deeply touching bond with Alice (Kate Trotter), helping her to pick herself up and
move on with her life and the possibility of a relationship between the two sparks into life. When
Suzanne (Christine Horne) witnesses a tender moment between mother and friend her subsequent
actions stress the relationship of all three women, leading to a heartbreaking climax.
The film won the grand prize for Best Feature Film at the 2014 Mumbai International Queer Film
Festival, which also named Kate Trotter Best Actress for her portrayal of Alice. MacDonald and
co-director Kate Johnston won the Emerging Canadian Filmmaker Award at the Toronto Inside
Out Festival, which also gave TRU LOVE the Best Audience award.
TRU LOVE was screened on the final day of the 2014 Inside Out Festival in Toronto. And because
of that, Shauna MacDonald and Kate Johnston were interviewed about the film by Arthur Young
of Radio Regent in Toronto (below is audio). MacDonald talks about the making of the film, (she
envisioned Kate Trotter‘s character Alice as “Greta Garbo of the north”), and says they are aiming
at a Toronto theatrical release in October.
Listen to Arthur Young Interviews Kate Johnston and Shauna MacDonald on Radio Regent in
Toronto here: https://soundcloud.com/pixel51/arthur-young-interviews-kate
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June 6, 2014 Christina Strynatka Toronto Performing Arts Examiner
Inside Out Film Festival: Review of ‘Tru Love’
http://www.examiner.com/article/inside-out-film-festival-review-of-tru-love

If love comes your way, will you be prepared to
meet it? Most of us would answer “yes” wholeheartedly to that question, but what about if
additional variables were thrown in, like an
older person or someone who doesn’t share
the same sexual orientation as us? The answer
would likely still be yes, but maybe more
hesitantly so. Now, what about if that person
was your friend’s mother?

friend. While this is a fairly uncommon idea
to play around with, Johnston has hit pay dirt
with going the unconventional route. Where
she falls a bit short is in the actual execution itself.
Trotter as Alice is simply marvellous, a laughing,
whirl force of energy who manages to show the
nuances of human emotion when the scene
calls on it; there’s a small arc involving her
deceased husband, Richard (Peter MacNeill),
that helps illuminate why Alice is who she is.
Horne as Suzanne is complements the narrative
fairly nicely, too, as her icy exterior masks a soft
vulnerability underneath.

That’s essentially the premise of “Tru Love”, a
film co-directed by Kate Johnston (writer) and
Shauna MacDonald (who also acts as the titular
Tru). Tru and Suzanne (Christine Horne) are
friends with a bit of unexplained awkwardness
between them, which becomes amplified
when the latter’s mother, Alice (Kate Trotter),
suddenly comes to visit. Suzanne, a lawyer, is
far too busy to entertain her own mother, so
that falls to Tru and, well, sparks fly between
her and Alice.

The weak link is MacDonald’s Tru, who doesn’t
get nearly exposition as a lead character needs.
Sure, she’s a serial bed-hopping lesbian with
commitment issues and sure, her backstory
gets a little bit explained through scenes with
Alice, but beyond that, the viewer doesn’t get a
full enough sense of why Tru has evolved into
her present self.

It’s an interesting concept because it’s not one
rarely seen in movies, with “The Graduate”
being a notable exception; even then, the object
of Benjamin’s affection is the wife of his father’s
business partner and not the mother of his

But for a queer romantic comedy, it’s definitely
a step above the rest.
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June 15, 2014 by David Lewis
A sample of offerings at Frameline38 gay film festival —TRU LOVE
http://www.sfgate.com/default/article/A-sample-of-offerings-at-Frameline38-gay-film-5548419.php

“In this romantic drama, the bed-hopping, 30-ish Tru finds unexpected love with the older,
beautiful Alice, the recently widowed mother of her friend Suzanne. This intense new friendship,
which awakens surprising feelings in both women, doesn’t sit well with the high-strung Suzanne,
who fears (among other things) that the fickle Tru will hurt her vulnerable mother. Though shot
in the icy cold of Toronto, “Tru Love” exudes plenty of warmth, thanks to the excellent chemistry
between Tru (Shauna MacDonald, also the co-director) and Alice (Kate Trotter). It’s a pleasantly
old-fashioned romance that will have wide appeal.”

— Shauna MacDonald (Tru) and Kate Trotter (Alice)
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June 15, 2014 by David Lewis
Must-see movies at Frameline 2014
http://blog.sfgate.com/artsandnot/2014/06/15/must-see-movies-at-frameline-2014/

First, the caveats: I didn’t see all the films at this year’s Frameline LGBT festival (though I viewed
quite a few of them). And beauty, as they say, is in the eye of the beholder.
So with that out of the way, here are eight movies on my must-see list for the festival, which runs
June 19-29 in San Francisco.
The Case Against 8
The opening film about the Prop. 8 case lives up
to its status as an opening night film.
7 p.m., June 19, Castro; United States, 109 minutes.

The Circle
This docudrama about a secret society in Zurich
is flawlessly crafted.
4:15 p.m., June 21, Castro; 9:30 p.m., June 23,
Elmwood; Switzerland, 102 minutes.

The Way He Looks
This film will go down in LGBT history as one
of the best-ever films about young boys in love.
6:30 p.m., June 23, Castro; Brazil, 95 minutes.

Open Up to Me
This trans-drama starts with a therapist mixup and always stays engaging.
9:15 p.m., June 25, Castro; Finland, 95 minutes.

Helicopter Mom
A hilarious look at a mom’s efforts to make her
son come out of his purported closet.
7 p.m., June 21, Castro; United States, 76 minutes.

My Straight Son
A winning, well-acted tale about how a son
helps his gay father finally grow up.
9:30 p.m., June 25, Elmwood; 4 p.m., June 28,
Victoria; Venezuela, Spain, 110 minutes.

Tru Love
This romance between a bed-hopper and older
woman has hit written all over it.
6:45 p.m., June 20, Castro; Canada, 94 minutes.

Wetlands
My most out there pick. It’s about a girl with
hemorrhoids — it’s gross, vulgar and brilliant.
(And not for the squeamish). NSFW.
9 p.m., June 28, Roxie; Germany, 105 minutes.
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June 16, 2014 by Kevin M. Thomas SF GLBT Arts Examiner
Top Film’s From Frameline GLBT Fest Coming Thursday to the Bay Area
http://www.examiner.com/article/top-film-s-from-frameline-glbt-fest-coming-thursday-to-the-bay-area

The 38th annual Frameline GLBT Film Festival
starts June 19 and from the movies I’ve been
already seen, we’re in for an informative,
political and fun and festival with appeal to
everyone - including mainstream audiences.
Many movies were not available for me to see
in advance, so obviously they aren’t included
here. But I did want to point out my top picks
in narrative features for this year’s festivals. In
the near 50 movies that I’ve screened, here are
the best. Kind of a Top Ten Work-in-Progress
(tomorrow I will do documentaries).

herself in an elite list of young filmmakers to
watch. Her character proves to be anything
by appropriate as she says whatever is on her
mind except telling her Iranian family about
her bisexuality. She does manages to tell it like
it is to friends and coworkers including helping
a young group of children make a movie
about farts...all while we learn of her last failed
relationship through flashback scenes that
apparently have kept her from moving on.
4. MY STRAIGHT SON. A touching, sweet and
very emotional drama, “Son” has an out
Venezuelan successful gay photographer who
must take care of his teen son for a period. The
son has a big chip on his shoulder as he wonders
why his father hasn’t stayed in touch. Before
you think “Kramer vs. Kramer” the parents are
still on good term and there’s a subplot dealing
with hate crimes that has an extra edge to the
already engrossing film.

1. LILTING. This is one of the festival’s
Centerpieces and it’s easy to see why. It deals
with a Chinese mother coping with the loss of
her son who never told her he was gay. It isn’t
the downer as you might think as it shows her
growing relationship with her son’s “friend”
and how he tries to help the mother overcome
a language barrier with an admirer of her own.
2. EAT WITH ME. Also with an Asian influence,
“Eat” has a middle aged mother who moves in
with her gay son after her husband suddenly
wakes up one night and says that his wedding
ring is giving him a headache. The mother
learns a lot about her son’s lifestyle and develops
an understanding thanks to the cool neighbor
next door. Bonus! The movie also is good for
fans of food films as one of the best supporting
performances in the film belongs to the cuisine.

5. TRU LOVE. One of the few exceptional
lesbian-oriented films I’ve screened this year,
Tru is a commitment-phobic lesbian who starts
up a wonderful friendship with her best friend’s
mother. Tru surprises herself with the depth of
feelings she develops for the mother - maybe
because her friend’s mother isn’t trying to force
Tru to make a commitment or perhaps it’s just
because it comes as a welcome surprise - much
like the endearing and beautiful quality of this
Canadian picture.

3. APPROPRIATE BEHAVIOR. Director/writer
/actor Desiree Akhavan puts together a film
that has so many layers that she instantly puts
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6. BOY MEETS GIRL. The title really says it
all but the boy is actually a pre-op transgender
woman who falls for the town’s former
football hero’s fiancee. Tough enough in any
environment but set it in a small town in
Kentucky and you have edges and situations
that are a bit tougher in a more metropolitan
city. Film is good no matter what but is elevated
to a higher level thanks to the star making
performance of Michelle Hendley, who equally
mixes humor, style and charm into one hell of
a performance.

9. CUPCAKES. Easily the feel good movie of the
festival, this Israel comedy has a musical group
formed of six friends who decide they have as
much talent as everyone else on those singing
competition shows, so why don’t they become
contestants. As fun as “Strictly Ballroom” and
kind of a cousin to “Pitch Perfect,” the movie is
a surprising change of pace for director Eytan
Fox, who has had more seriously films (“Yossi
& Jagger”) in other festivals.
10. FIVE DANCES. For lovers of dance, this is
definitely the movie to see and it would make
a great companion piece to last year’s “Test.”
While “Dances” leaves a lot left unsaid and
doesn’t deal with deeper issues as in “Test,” it
still shows a great love for dance while dealing
with a story a young Midwestern boy who
comes to New York to be a dancer and learns
more about himself in the process.

7. I FEEL LIKE DISCO. A German entry that
isn’t as light hearted as it sounds - and perhaps
is one of the few movies that might have bear
appeal thanks to larger men in the movie. Story
has a shy chubby young man who has a beautiful
bond with his understanding mother but is
faced with trying to forge an understanding
with his macho dad when the mother takes ill.

Other movies worth noting include “Futuro
Beach” which shows a great love that develops
out of tragedy, “What It Was” about a young
film star who comes home on a break and has
flashbacks of her earlier life (with drop dead
gorgeous Arlene Chico-Lugo as the lead) and
“Dyke Central,” a collection of webisodes that
continue the tales of a group of young women
and their exploits, highlighting many good and
bad parts of Oakland.

8. FLOATING SKYSCRAPERS. This movie
is definitely worth seeing if not only because
there are very few gay movies that come out of
Poland, but it really shows a man torn about
his feelings. While he lives a “straight” life, he
does have meaningless gay sex just to satisfy his
sexual appetite. But he is conflicted when he
meets someone he likes for more than just sex.
The movie also has some great sports training
scenes that add a interesting layer to the story.

Frameline 38 plays June 19-29 at various
theatres in the Bay Area. To review the
complete schedule and all the options, go to
www.frameline.org
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June 18 , 2014 by David Lewis
The best acting of Frameline 2014 (excerpt)
http://blog.sfgate.com/artsandnot/2014/06/18/the-best-acting-of-frameline-2014/

There are no acting awards handed out at Frameline, the world’s largest LGBT film fest, so I am
going out on a limb this year and making a list of nominations myself.
Full disclosure: I have not seen every feature at this year’s event (held June 19-29 in San Francisco),
but I have viewed quite a view, and from that large sampling, here are some of the performances
that stood out:
BEST ACTRESS
Desiree Akhaven, Appropriate Behavior
Pei-Pei Cheng, Lilting
Emmanuelle Devos, Violette
Carla Juri, Wetlands
Leea Klemola, Open Up to Me
Shauna MacDonald, Tru Love

BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS
Meret Becker, Wetlands
Comika Beaudry, Dyke Central
Christina Grosse, I Feel Like Disco
Nicole Sullivan, Eat With Me
Kate Trotter, Tru Love

— Kate Trotter (Alice) and Shauna MacDonald (Tru)
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June 23, 2014 by Kate Johnston & Shauna MacDonald
Canadian lesbian film ‘Tru Love’ takes on intergenerational love
http://www.lesbian.com/canadian-lesbian-film-tru-love-takes-on-intergenerational-love/

“There is a crack in everything; that’s how the
light gets in.” — Leonard Cohen.

The triangles of ice, of tension — Tru (friend),
Alice (mother) and Suzanne (daughter), are
three women, each quietly frozen in their lives.
They are all yearning separately; estranged in
their own way from themselves or each other,
each needing to break free from constraint, to
be ‘cracked open’ in their hearts, in their lives.

“Tru Love” was shot in the winter of 2013 in
downtown Toronto and on Toronto Island. The
air is different in winter, everything appears to
slow down and the light itself takes on a whole
new quality. It defines the environment. Days
are shorter. Starker. Exposed. Crystalized.

As the story opens and progresses, an
unexpected attraction builds between Tru
and Alice, and Suzanne becomes increasingly
threatened. This triangle tightens, closing in
on itself, compressing and colliding until it
shatters like tiny diamonds of ice and explodes
into a rush of emotion, eventually setting each
character free.

The film opens with an extreme close up of
water rushing in slow motion, ice cracking and
breaking up, tiny triangles of ice flying into the
air — all beautifully shot by cinematographer
Maya Bankovic. It’s as if the ice is dancing.
This footage was taken on the first ferry from
Toronto harbor, en route to Toronto Island. It is
elemental, poetic and a recurring motif, during
key transitions throughout the film. The score
by Patric Caird is haunting, underscoring a
romantic beauty, a yearning and loneliness.

Look for this film at film festivals throughout the
summer, including Frameline in San Francisco.

— Alexander Chapman (Gray) and Shauna MacDonald (Tru)
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July 22, 2014 by Dana Brenklin — Lesbian.com
‘Tru Love’ tackles fear with unlikely love story
http://www.lesbian.com/tru-love-tackles-fear-with-unlikely-love-story/

“Tru Love” is not your typical love story. It’s not
an earth-shattering story about two lovers who
magically fall in love and ride off into sunset
to live happily ever after, but it is a story that
should be seen by all who have an interest in
love, who seek love, who love love and who
practice love.

Perhaps the scariest thing about true and
indubitable love is that when you face it, it will
break your heart wide open and that’s what all
of us fear the most.
Dana Brenklin is a Los Angeles based radio
personality, award-winning poet and musician.
Her radio show, “The Dana Brenklin Show,”
airs Thursdays at 9am pacific on kclaFM.com.
Find out more at DanaBrenklin.com or listen
To Dana’s shows on demand.

What comes to mind when we hear the word
love? We think of kissing, sex, hugs, fights,
makes ups, even Webster’s definition: fondness,
warmth, etc.
Don’t let the title fool you. Better yet, allow this
edge of your seat, intellectually sexy lesbian
film make you wonder. Wonder about life,
about our definition of the word, how we see
each other and how we relate to one another.
A tale of secrecy, lies, emotions and yes, true
love, which should be defined as a gamut of
emotions, because one who is not properly
equipped when love arrives can show any
emotion at any given time to express this thing
called love.
Beautifully acted by lead characters Shauna
MacDonald as Tru and Kate Trotter as Alice.
An unlikely pair, come to explore a friendship
and are torn apart by Alice’s daughter, who is
afraid and confused by a number of things,
but ultimately the two are reunited in the end,
all for Tru to come face to face with her most
intimate fears.

— Shauna MacDonald (Tru)
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August 12, 2014 by Asia Morris — QFilms Review
‘Tru Love’ Transcends All Boundaries with a Timeless Message in Unique
Circumstances
http://lbpost.com/lgbt/2000004174-tru-love-transcends-all-boundaries-with-a-timeless-messagein-unique-circumstances

Tru Love, written and directed by Kate Johnston
and Shauna MacDonald, is the unlikely story of
how three women’s paths intersect, if only for a
brief moment, to change each others’ lives for
the better.

get to Tru’s home, across the dark waters of a
freezing bay. We learn that one might view the
breaking ice as a breaking of boundaries, as a
breaking down of social norms and a shattering
of stereotypes. As the sharp winter sun glints
off the water, one might see the picture as just
a pretty introduction, yet we later learn of its
significance throughout the film.

Although not without heartache and the strife
of grappling with buried contentions, Tru Love
describes the opportunities that come along
all too rarely, the opportunities that give us
the option to be vulnerable and open to the
swift rhythm of another’s heartbeat or to close
ourselves off and continue living within the
constraints of our insecurities.

Alice’s patient curiosity for the harsh details of
Tru’s past allow Tru to open up in a way she
usually avoids with her other partners. While
a caustic childhood and adolescence still have
Tru living her life fearfully, Alice allows her to
confront her past so that she can move forward.

Alice, played by Kate Trotter, has recently lost
her husband and decides to visit her daughter,
Suzanne (Christine Horne), in the big city.
Suzanne, who’s determined to make partner as
a corporate lawyer, simply can’t find the time
to spend with her mother so she appoints her
friend Tru (Shauna MacDonald), to “babysit”
Alice while she’s working. The 60-year-old
widow and Tru, a 37-year-old love ‘em and
leave ‘em-type lesbian, form an unlikely bond
that grows into the possibility of a relationship.

In accordance, Tru gives Alice the autonomy
to take off the cloak of her confining marriage
to live freely, making choices for her own
happiness and not her daughter or deceased
husband. Unfortunately, Suzanne’s complicated
relationship with both Tru and her mother
encourage her to question and sabotage their
relationship.
Toward the end of the film, when all is said
and done, Suzanne and her mother converse
by the front window. Suzanne seems almost
incredulous and demands, “How could you just
lose yourself like that?” Alice responds with a

Tru Love opens with a close-up shot of cold
waters and broken ice sweeping past a moving
ferry, which we later learn is the only way to
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calm composure and says, “Lose myself, find myself, it’s all the same in the end.” Such wise words,
directed toward her career-obsessed daughter, perhaps bounce off the hardened exterior of the
young woman’s insecurities, yet satisfy an audience who understands that Alice does not need her
daughter’s approval, she has found peace with herself through Tru’s kindred soul.
Tru Love is a film for all audiences, conveying a timeless message through a series of unique
circumstances, a message that says true love is a connection between two souls that transcends
age, gender, the body, and of course the boxes even our most loved ones use to contain us within.
True love is a freedom for the wearers, allowing the two beings to be free of concern, to be alive
and vibrant in the moment. True love is a crumbling of the masks we wear to survive this scathing
world of insecure beings, driven to judge others in an attempt to disguise their own imagined
misgivings. While the film’s concept is anything but new, MacDonald and Johnston tell the story
with such honesty that one cannot help but be moved by each character.
Tru Love will close this year’s QFilms, which runs Friday, September 12 through Sunday, September
14 at the Art Theatre and LGBTQ Center, both located on 4th Street between Cherry and St. Louis
Avenues. This film will screen on Sunday, September 14 at 7:30PM at the Art Theatre.

— Kate Trotter (Alice) and Peter MacNeill (Richard)
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Tru Love Q&A with filmmakers Kate Johnston and Shauna MacDonald
21st Raindance Film Festival
Published on November 1, 2013.
Q&A with filmmakers Kate Johnston and Shauna MacDonald
21st Raindance Film Festival
http://youtu.be/E1YxFkLkZPs

KATIE CHATS: on YouTube
Published on May 25, 2014
KATIE CHATS with Actress Shauna MacDonald about her role in
the film, “Tru Love” screening at the “Inside Out Film Festival” on
from May 22-June 1 at the tiff Bell Lightbox in Toronto.
http://youtu.be/pA0VFOU5Pis

Published on Jun 1, 2014
KATIE CHATS with Actress KATE TROTTER about her role in
the film, “Tru Love,” screening at the InsideOut Film Festival, at
SMITHEETV in downtown Toronto.
http://youtu.be/JQNCQ6ZlHLg

Published on Jun 1, 2014
KATIE CHATS with Actress CHRISTINE HORNE about her role
in the film, “Tru Love,” screening at the InsideOut Film Festival, at
SMITHEETV in downtown Toronto.
http://youtu.be/eSkHchfdKm4

Published on Jun 8, 2014
KATIE CHATS with Filmmaker KATE JOHNSTON about her film,
“Tru Love,” at SMITHEE TV, “which is screening at the “Inside
Out Film Festival” on from May 22 - June 1 at the tiff Bell Lightbox
in Toronto.
http://youtu.be/_ub1WXzPBCg
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March 2014 Planet London
#BFI Flare: Tru Love; Co-Directors Kate Johnston & Shauna MacDonald
Tru Love is the latest Canadian export that lesbian, bi & queer film fans are going to just love. It
comes to the 2014 BFI Flare.
Beautifully shot over a Toronto Winter, this sweetly told story creates an unusual love story
and journey. The eponymous Tru (Shauna MacDonald) is the typical “Shane”, loving the ladies
superficially, but not the depth of commitment a relationship would require. It transpires that she
has good reason to use sex instead of love to be close to people.
Until she meets Alice —and their deeply touching connection surprises them both, at a time in
their lives they least expect it. Of course, it’s not as simple as “girl meets girl” and there are many
layers of complexity that challenge the development of this friendship. Not in the least, Tru’s past
messy exploits with Alice’s daughter, Suzanne, with whom Alice is staying.
It’s complicated, but the connection is clear and strong. Will love win through all the challenges?
Three deeply moving and believable performances come together in this film, bringing a rare
combination of three strong female leads with no male interference, alongside the stunning back
drop of Toronto in the snow. Will Alice impart her “carpe diem” life motto to Tru and Suzanne
before it’s too late?
Tru Love is the kismet product of a chance meeting between the directors, who fast became friends
and creative partners to make this film happen.
What the film makers have to say...
We caught up with Kate Johnston and Shauna MacDonald got the lowdown on what the film
means to them, and how they managed to pull of such a feat of a feature on a very tight budget...
Read the BFI review here:
http://planetlondononfilm.blogspot.ca/2014/03/bfi-flare-tru-love-dir-kate-johnston.html

Listen to our full interview with Kate and Shauna here:
http://www.podsnack.com/975C586BDC9/avk5b8s8
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MAR 25 2014
2014 20 London LGBT FF, FRED Channel 1 - English, Podcast
Tru can’t commit to relationships. She’s good at getting into them, it’s staying there that’s the hard
part. With a trail of broken hearts behind her, Tru believes she’ll always be the one to leave first.
Then she meets Alice, the widowed mother of her friend. Suddenly here is someone who can break
through Tru’s defences and make her stay. But as the saying goes, the path to true love never does
run smooth and before they can explore their burgeoning feelings for each other, Alice’s jealous
daughter is doing everything to stop the relationship. With strong central performances and a
wintry Toronto backdrop skillfully used, Tru Love is a story about love, loss and the strength it
takes to accept both.
Reporter: Matt Micucci.
Listen to the podcast here:
http://uk.fred.fm/kate-johnston-and-shauna-macdonald-tru-love/

MAY 14, 2014
Arthur Young Interviews Kate Johnston & Shauna MacDonald on Radio Regent in Toronto.
Listen to the interview here:
https://soundcloud.com/pixel51/arthur-young-interviews-kate

MAY 22, 2014
RADIO CANADA— Y a pas deux matins pareils
Interview with Shauna MacDonald by Marjorie Roulmann
Listen to the interview here at the 7 h 44 mark:
Note: This link must be copied and pasted manually into your web browser’s address bar.
http://ici.radio-canada.ca/emissions/ya_pas_deux_matins_pareils/2013-2014/archives.asp?date=2014-05-22
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March 30, 2014
Tru Love – Review & Interview With The Directors — Cristina Lliteras
http://ukfilmnews.com/?p=2976

One of the revelations of this year’s BFI
Flare has been TRU LOVE, the first film as
directors for both Kate Johnston and Shauna
MacDonald. Four years after they met, they
proudly presented the film for the first time
in front of an LGBT audience, although Kate
claims she never thought of it as a lesbian film:
“Most of the people who worked on the film
were straight men and none of them thought
of it as a gay film – I never thought it either, to
tell you the truth”. As Tru is an open lesbian,
that doesn’t become the plot itself, as Shauna
explains: “It is not something she is ashamed of
or has to overcome. She prefers women and the
women she beds are beautiful and want her”.

Kate adds on that: “She was too afraid by life, she
had scars that she covers with a terrible tattoo
of a snake, which is a symbol of transformation.
She was trying to cover up her wounding but
the truth of the matter is that the problem was
still underneath the surface. By the time that
Alice shows up, Tru was deeply surprised to
find herself shocked by the presence of another
human being that takes her to another place in
her heart. She’s not prepared for that”.

“What she has to overcome is something
anyone, of any sexual preference, can identify
with — she has been so damaged that she has
become a runner. She has sewn up her heart so
tightly, so that no one can get in to hurt her –
nor to love her…and so she is on a chronic path
of leaving any person she is with before they
even have the thought of leaving her. She must
face her fears – to allow herself to be vulnerable,
to open her heart to love. That is what attracted
me to Tru — this deep journey that she takes
on and thanks to Alice, goes beyond the pain
to the other side and can finally, truly, love
another person”, tells us Shauna.

Tru, this sweet result from Gertrude, is someone
we all know. Despite the things she has to solve,
she is a fun and young-spirited person who lives
a free live, independently and without pressure.
Are you Tru?, we ask Kate: “Am I Tru? Are you
recording this? Oh my God. Well, there are
obviously elements of me in Tru, I think I was
more Tru when I was younger, I’m not Tru now,
I was afraid to love. I was a crazy dater, that
part I relate to”.

“I hope you find someone to love with all
your heart, and if your heart breaks,
I hope it breaks wide open”

But Shauna unfolds that Tru must probably be
a mix of both characters, as she is the one that
embodies her in the film. “I look at the defining
qualities of each character I play and amplify
those characteristics in myself. Actors have the
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capacity to be anyone and everyone, depending
on what we focus upon. I could easily identify
with Tru. I was adopted at the age of 7 months,
after having lived in an orphanage run by nuns.
I don’t claim to remember this… but I feel it
in my lizard brain – that fight or flight nature,
which I amplified for Tru. Tru was orphaned
at a young age and really had become a feral
creature, running so fast so that no one could
possibly catch her and hurt her. I did this, too,
to a lesser extent. Yes, she is fun and chatty and
dynamic. But that is surface stuff – the armour
she wears to have people like her and want to be
around her. Her inner world is really protected
and untouchable. This, of course, means that
she is constantly running from any kind of
truth. She goes to great lengths to protect her
heart. I think that’s something we all do, after
we are hurt in life”.

I didn’t realise that she was nervous when I
asked her to be in my film, but it makes sense
now because she didn’t know anything about
me and I didn’t know anything about her. We
met in Starbucks, she read it out loud and then
she burst into tears. I was astonished about
that. It was emotional and beautiful, and said
that she absolutely should do it. And then she
said: “Kate, I think this should be a full-length
movie”. I had been years trying for it to be a
full-length movie and I couldn’t get a penny,
because no one wanted to fund a film with the
two main characters in their seventies as it was
at the beginning. It was heart-breaking. That is
why I started to write and produce, but I guess
that I just decided not to ask for permission,
recalls Kate.
Not soon after that – as it took more than three
years to have everything ready to shoot – “the
direction was an organic process. Shauna
became more involved and we realised that we
complimented really well. She’s got an amazing
eye”, praises her friend.

The portrait of Tru is a good example of the
film itself. Conceived as a short by Kate many
years ago, Shauna was the drive for it to become a
feature film. Financing problems or people not
believing enough in the project was not a deal
anymore – those times were over.

Being a collaborative film also had to do with
the fact that they both sticked to the first idea
of the film.

“I met Shauna in a cafe, I always think it was
destiny. I came to her with a script for a short I
was writing, and I told that she would be great
in it. When I saw her work, she was amazing.

“I thought about different endings, but I cannot
write for other people. I had seen the first and
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the last images at the beginning. I’d like to write
a romantic comedy, but that’s not what this film
was to me, that’s not what drove Shauna after
reading the first draft, what kept us working
together for three years and a half”, says Kate.

Even if Tru is portrayed as a flirty heartthrob,
this overwhelming beauty of Alice really
catches one’s eye. Her elegance makes it easy to
take her as a Canadian Greta Garbo, that far
from the diva’s Nordic mystery is full of energy
and so alive. She embodies the message of the
film.

One can feel that powerful element from the
first moment we see Alice in a cab arriving to
her daughter’s, who lives in another city. Played
by the delightful Kate Trotter, Alice is quite an
unusual main character for a lesbian story: a
woman in her sixties who instead of being the
hindrance to the love relation, is part of it with
no doubts, no fears or not even questions.

“At one point she says to her daughter: ‘I hope
you find someone to love with all your heart,
and if your heart breaks, I hope it breaks wide
open’. And that is what the film is about: It’s OK
to have your heart broken, it’s terrifying, but
we’ve all either done it to somebody or we’ve had
it done to us and at the end of the day it’s really
about facing your fear and love, something that
simple, love. We’re paralised by it. So this film
is about allowing yourself to love, to be terrified
and take a chance and jump into it because life
is over in the blink of an eye and most of us are
too asleep to notice”, expresses Kate.

“Someone had suggested that our film might
be more “marketable” if Alice were a man! That
made me laugh because we’ve seen that story
so many times before. Our story champions
an older woman -something sadly increasingly
rare in film and television – and challenges
the notion that older women “aren’t attractive
anymore”. Tru sees not only Alice’s surface
beauty, which is undeniably still there – but she
also sees beyond this to Alice’s deeper beauty –
her humor, her charm, her kindness. Because
Tru isn’t expecting anything from Alice –
and Alice isn’t expecting anything from “the
lesbian”, they are both disarmed and show their
true natures to each other. And that is when
they fall in love – when they expose their inner
beings to each other”, tells Shauna.

Alice passes that message to Tru and also to her
daughter (Christine Horne). The three of them
represent a triangle of tension, an exploration
of what happens between the dynamics of
two people when a third person is involved.
That’s how Tru gets into this mother-daughter
relationship, how the daughter tries to control
the relation between her mum and Tru, and how
Alice lands in the non-resolved issues between
her daughter towards Tru, although Kate states
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that she did not want to be “very obvious
regarding what really happened between them
both. Even the mother says that whatever
happened, happened, and that’s it. It was more
about the daughter’s insecurity and fragility,
and each of them were exploring who they
were as people, with desire and fears, they were
individually and then collectively exploring
themselves. It was a dangerous territory, but
without that element there was no tension. That
triangle condenses and gets tighter and tighter,
and there are all set free. They are all set free
from who they are”.

love you’. And she says: ‘Good! Now go and love
someone more’. It’s about loving, and being free
to love who walks through our door”.
“I wanted to write about the intersection of
three very isolated women from each other,
from themselves and for the others. They don’t
even know, they are cut up in patterns and they
meet and between of them something very
powerful happens, something that shakes the
foundations of who they are, the ghosts, the
pain. The only way it can be released is if it
explodes. And they go after their own endings,
their beautiful endings”, concludes Kate, who
soon is going back to “ground 0” to write
more scripts, so she can make these powerful
characters she loves be alive. The experience as
a director has also made Shauna want to run
her own projects from now on, although she
currently works in a series for HBO.

Surprisingly, the two youngest characters are
the ones who are terrified to love, who won’t
allow themselves to live their passions.
“It struck me as a more interesting and unusual
story to see an older straight-identified woman
form a friendship with a lesbian, her daughter’s
friend – and for both of them to be taken with
each other quite unexpectedly. Incidentally,
Kate and I both really love the film HAROLD
AND MAUDE, which also deals with an
intergenerational, magical and peculiarly
spectacular relationship”. “That’s my all-time
favorite– comments Kate–. Every time I start
writing a script, that film is there. It might have
something to do with TRU LOVE. There is a
moment when Maude says: ‘Don’t leave me, I

The audience particularly enjoyed this petite
film about seizing life, enjoying every blink of
the eye, letting oneself be. With a bitter-sweet
feeling, TRU LOVE is not that much about a
love story between two people, but a story
about loving life and sharing that with the
others. What a delight to be taken by the hand
by Alice, the mum, the friend and the love who
knows that you only live once.
—Cristina Lliteras
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May 6, 2014 at 1:30 PM By Ily Goyanes —Miami Gay and Lesbian Film
Festival: Directors Johnston and MacDonald Share Their Tru Love
http://blogs.miaminewtimes.com/cultist/2014/05/miami_gay_and_lesbian_film_fes_4.php

We’re so accustomed to younger women dating
older men that we don’t even flinch anymore,
but when it’s the other way around, we’re
so taken aback that we even come up with a
nickname for women who date younger men:
cougars.

to break free from [their] constraints and to
learn to let go of fear in order to free and love
themselves before they can [love] another. They
are catalysts for change with each other.

Even more out of the ordinary is a same-sex
May/December coupling like the one depicted
in Kate Johnston’s directorial debut, Tru Love.
Johnston’s first feature film was co-written,
co-directed, and co-produced with Shauna
MacDonald (you may remember her from
the Saw movies), who also stars as the title
character, Tru.

KJ: I am a writer and an emerging filmmaker
and create my own projects through my small
production company TomGirl Films. It started
out as a short film I wrote, which Shauna read.
I met her and wanted her to play the lead,
Tru. And after reading it - she loved it - she
suggested the story and characters were too
complex and rich to be wasted in a short film.
She encouraged me to write it as a feature film,
so I did, in less than a month.That first strong
draft became the bones for the next draft, which
Shauna then came on board for as a co-writer
and later co-director.

What inspired you to take this project on?

Tru Love tells the story of Alice, a recent
widow who develops a special relationship with
her daughter Suzanne’s friend. Despite Tru’s
aversion to commitment, she becomes involved
with Alice, much to Suzanne’s dismay.

Shauna MacDonald: Kate and I met, quite by
accident, at a time when I was looking for a new
challenge. Her short film idea was wonderful,
but I felt the richness of the characters needed
to be explored. Tru Love is a story about strong
women and especially, an older woman. I love
that. We seem to discard our elders in film
and I think we should celebrate them. Harold
and Maude has always been a film I admired
because it took on a very challenging topic, of

We spoke with MacDonald and Johnston about
the film, finding love in the most unexpected of
places, and tango music.
Cultist: Tell us what the film is about. Kate
Johnston: To put it simply, it is about love. It is
about the intersection of three women’s lives
-- mother, daughter, and friend -- all isolated
from themselves and each other, all needing
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an older woman and a very young man falling
in love - a combination also not very popular. It
seems to be acceptable if it’s an older man and
a younger woman. I liked that the relationship
between Tru and Alice was challenging to an
audience; an older straight-identified woman
and a lesbian. I had never seen that story before
and so it became my passion to get it told.

the development of a romance between them is
more unexpected. The film for me was about
a friendship that turns into love because both
characters aren’t “expecting” romance from
the other and so are being completely open and
honest with each other, being their true selves,
and then they realize there could be more. I’ve
had many women comment after watching the
film, “I could totally see this happening to me!
And I’m not gay!”

There aren’t many films that portray a May/
December romance between two women. Why
do you think that is?

What was your favorite moment(s) during
filming?

KJ: I have no idea. There is A Perfect Ending
by Nicole Conn, which was released during
the pre-production and shooting phase of Tru
Love, but that is a very different film. Most
films feature older men with younger women,
but very few the reverse, and certainly even
less between women of different generations. It
seemed fitting for Tru Love. Neither represented
a threat to the other - they could be safe with
each other - as the idea of them being together
seemed unlikely. Little did they know!

KJ: When Alice says to Suzanne, “I hope you
find someone to love with all of your heart; and
if your heart breaks, I hope it breaks wide open.”
It is so heartfelt. And we never see Alice again.
Also, Tru and Alice on the pier running and
later the tango on the other pier; the unabashed
joy and spinning and the tango music makes
me smile.
SM: My day off! That was the day I got to hang
out all day on set with Kate behind the camera.
What do you feel is the message of the film?

SM: I think it’s because the majority of
filmmakers are men! I would postulate that men
would rather watch an older man get a young
babe. They don’t care about old babes. And that’s
too bad, because old babes are still babes! The
truth is, Alice and Tru could be any gender, but

KJ: That love is possible. That we have to
start with ourselves. It is an inner job; that to
live in fear of it can cripple you. The line that
Alice says, again, my favorite, “I hope you find
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someone to love with all your heart, and if your
heart breaks, I hope it breaks wide open.” That
sums it up for me. It is the heart of the film
itself. The message.

festival. The buzz has been ongoing and
the film is now on the International LGBT
Film Circuit. We couldn’t be more thrilled.

SM: Kate has outed the straight ones already...

SM: Honestly, the response has been so
affirming and has really made the work worth
it. Kate and I have been working on this
project for three and a half years and we have
sacrificed our personal lives, sanity and sleep
to get it where it is. Sometimes you get lost in
that mountain of work and wonder, “What the
hell am I doing, pushing this boulder up a hill
in this heat...and in sandals with no sunblock?”
When we hear feedback after screenings and see
how much people appreciate our film, it makes
all the blood, sweat, tears, and sleep deprivation
worth it.

What kind of response has the film received so
far?

Will you be coming to town for the Festival?
Ever been?

KJ: The response has been very positive so
far, I have to say. Our reviews have been
very good as well - touch wood! Our world
premiere was Raindance in London in
October 2013 where we were first seen and
reviewed and were subsequently included
in Huffington Post UK “Top 10 films list for
2103” - one below Gravity. That was amazing.
We just got back from London again for the
BFI: Flare LGBT Film festival. Again, terrific

KJ: No. I would have loved to have been there.
Next film!

SM: It’s never too late. Live, live, love. Be honest,
don’t be afraid to say the hard stuff, and watch
yourself transform.
Were any of the actors LGBT? If so, who?
KJ: Yes, the actor that played Gray (Alexander
Chapman) as well as Duff MacDonald (Scott he delivered the letter to Tru near the end of the
film). None of the women are LGBT -- sorry!

SM: Sadly, I won’t be able to make it to Miami
for the festival. I’m shooting a film in Sudbury,
Ontario. I have been to Miami several times
and love it.
Anything particularly interesting happen
during the shoot?
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KJ: I lived in the cottage on the island where we shot Tru’s location. That was my real furniture
and art. Shauna met the love of her life during our audition process when he came to audition for
a small role in Tru Love. He is a terrific actor and won the role but we cut the scene unfortunately.
However, he won the girl!
SM: Just to be clear about Kate’s comment on me, I did not have a date with him until after we
finished shooting; there was no casting couch. Plus, I was too busy. Funny thing though, he thought
I was a lesbian at first. And I thought he’d be too young for me. So there you go, it was sort of a Tru
Love film in real life playing out.
Follow Ily on Twitter @realily.

— Christine Horne (Suzanne), Shauna MacDonald (Tru) and Kate Trotter (Alice)
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May 21, 2014 by Ken Williams — SDGLN Editor in Chief
Film FilmOut: Shauna MacDonald wears four hats in “Tru Love”
http://www.sdgln.com/news/2014/05/21/filmout-sandiego-shauna-macdonald-wears-four

(Editor’s note: SDGLN is featuring Q&A
interviews with leading filmmakers from
around the world who are participating in
FilmOut San Diego’s 16th annual LGBT Film
Festival, running May 30 to June 1 at the historic
North Park Theatre. Follow SDGLN for all the
news about one of the top LGBT film festivals
in the U.S. “Tru Love” is the Girls Centerpiece
and will be shown at 12:45 pm Sunday, June 1.)

not to give her heart to anyone else. But a chance
meeting with Alice (Kate Trotter), the elegantly
beautiful mother of her best friend Suzanne
(Christine Horne), will change her life forever.
Shauna MacDonald shares her thoughts on the
making of “Tru Love,” discusses whether it is
harder to write a screenplay or act in a screenplay
she’s written, and why the film was shot in the
dead of winter in Toronto.

SAN DIEGO, California – Shauna MacDonald
wears four hats in “Tru Love,” the Girls
Centerpiece selection at FilmOut San Diego’s
16th annual LGBT Film Festival.

Q: What’s the background on the plot for “Tru
Love”? Is it pure fiction or based on real people?
Shauna: Tru’s friend, Gray, is an homage to one
of my best friends, Graham, who has been an
anchor for me. And the actor who played Gray,
Alexander Chapman, is also friends with Graham!

MacDonald stars as Tru, the central character
in “Tru Love,” a movie she co-wrote, co-directed
and co-produced. It’s no wonder that she
confesses that she has been in “Tru” form for
most of the past four years.
An accomplished actress who was born
in Antigonish in Nova Scotia in Canada,
MacDonald has had a successful career in
television. She also played Tara in “Saw 3D: The
Final Chapter” (2010).

Q: The evocative romance that brews between
Tru and her ex-girlfriend’s mother, Alice, sets
up a fascinating conflict with Suzanne. You are
to be commended for etching out three strong
female characters. How did you cast the elegant
Christine Horne in the role of Suzanne, and
how was she to work with?

In “Tru Love,” MacDonald plays a woman
who hops from bed to bed in Toronto’s lesbian
community, wounded in the past and determined

Shauna: Thanks for the wonderful compliment.
I wanted to make a film that I would want to
see, and I enjoy strong complicated female
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characters in film and these characters are rare,
so I’m thrilled you enjoyed that component.
Christine is an absolute delight to work with.
Her work is layered and subtle and she’s freaking
gorgeous - inside and out! She will be seen in
Atom Egoyan’s latest film, “The Captive,” which
will debut this year at Cannes.

symbolism or for convenience? Inquiring minds
want to know!
Shauna: We actually wrote a version of the film
that took place in spring, but it just didn’t feel
right. We needed the isolation of winter. And it
was indeed cheaper to shoot in February and
more crew were available to work! The scene
where Tru and Alice are sitting in big Muskoka
chairs under the pink umbrella by the lake as
snow is falling got a lot of laughs at the London
BFI Flare film festival. Someone commented,
“Are you Canadians crazy?? Sitting in those
chairs in the snow?” Just for the record, we
had about seven months of winter in Toronto
this year – and yes, that does make you crazy
enough to sit in chairs outside in a snowstorm!!

Q: The script was tight, the story line is
compelling, and the acting is terrific. What is
the buzz about your movie on the film festival
circuit?
Shauna: Aww, thank you again for the lovely
compliment. When you have a very limited
budget like we did, you have to chop away all
the fat. We worked hard in the two years of
writing to get rid of the superfluous and then
in editing, made it even leaner. We’ve gotten
lots of great feedback from audiences. Mostly
I love hearing from women who say, “I could
TOTALLY see that happening to me, and I’m
not even GAY!” And the best was from my
friend who saw the film in London for the first
time at the Raindance Film Festival – he said,
“Gosh, I’m so relieved … that it didn’t suck …
and I’d have to pretend!!” I loved that one.

Q: Shauna, which is harder? Writing a screenplay
or acting in a movie you wrote? And why?
Shauna: That’s an interesting question and
the answer is – I don’t know! Both have their
challenges. I think it is easier to perform a
script that you wrote as opposed to one you
didn’t write – because you wrote the story and
so you know your character very intimately
and understand the tone of the piece. This was
the first screenplay I’ve collaborated on – it was
a long process. Characters were created and
then discarded; plot points too. We had three

Q: Was there any reason you chose to shoot
during the winter, with outdoor scenes in the snow
and the harsher Toronto weather? Was it for
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table reads of the script and got honest feedback
that really helped us focus our thoughts and be
clear about our message. The writing process
definitely takes longer and it’s a new skill for
me, so sometimes that was more work. Acting
is always fun so it never seems like work.

be lured back into making another film. I need
a break though – “Tru Love” has been 3.5 years
of nearly daily work. And a lot of lost sleep!!
Q: What is something your fans don’t know
about you both?
Shauna: I met the love of my life filming “Tru
Love.” And I’m an amateur potter.

Q: What do you want audiences to remember
about the film after they leave the theater?

Q: If you were granted three wishes, what would
you do with them?

Shauna: That you will be able to buy the DVD
from Wolfe Releasing in November!! But
seriously…that you will tell your friends as well
to buy the DVD! Lol - Hopefully it will inspire
at least one individual to take risks and initiate
change – because it is NEVER too late. And
never too late to buy that DVD!

Shauna: OK, I’ll go with selfish wishes too. My
self-wishes are:
1) I would wish to see my Dad again, who died
when I was 17. I miss him every day.
2) I would wish to work with the brilliant Louis
CK – he’s my favorite comedian and I LOVE
his show “Louie” on FX. It’s funny, poignant
and truly makes you examine your life, while
having laughs.
3) I would wish for perfect health!

Q: What’s next for you?
Shauna: A vacation would be nice!! I’m
currently performing in a film in Toronto
called “Midnight Masquerade” and will be
appearing in Season 2 of “Hemlock Grove”
on Netflix. I’m taking some time to focus on
performance based work and then likely, I will

Thanks for the interview and I hope you San
Diego peeps dig the movie!
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In conversation with: Shauna MacDonald and Kate Johnston
http://www.examiner.com/article/in-conversation-with-shauna-macdonald-and-kate-johnst

Kate Johnston and Shauna MacDonald have
teamed up to direct “Tru Love”, a film that’s
enjoyed its Canadian première at the Inside
Out Film Festival. At first glance, the movie is
a better-than-average lesbian film with a twist,
but after getting the chance to speak to them
in a phone interview on May 23, more layers
were revealed. MacDonald, who also acts in the
movie as the titular Tru, had quite a bit to talk
about, as did her partner-in-crime, Johnston,
who was lead director.

on a bandaid, which Kate still has to this day,
and I gave it to her. And she started laughing,
and said, ‘That’s kind of a metaphor for the
film.’’
“That’s absolutely true,” laughs Johnston. They
met up later at a Starbucks and Johnston
produced a nine-page short for MacDonald,
who promptly burst into tears after reading
it, deeply touched by the emotionality of the
script. She urged Johnston to make it into a
full-length feature, who acknowledged that
MacDonald hadn’t been the first one to suggest
that. Fast forward three-and-a-half years, and
the efforts are now a movie.

“Tru Love” follows three characters: Tru
(MacDonald), a 37-year-old serial romancer;
her friend, Suzanne (Christine Horne), an
emotionally-frigid lawyer so busy she hardly
has the time to eat at home; and Suzanne’s
mother, Alice (Kate Trotter), who drops in
suddenly for a visit and ends up enjoying her
stay more than she’d imagined. The twist in
the movie — Tru and Alice develop a bit of a
romance — is hardly a plot ruiner, although it
is a technique not commonly seen in movies.
What is surprising is how it ends, and what’s
pleasing is everything that happens in the
middle.

In the movie, there are essentially only three
characters, with Peter MacNeill making brief
appearances as Alice’s deceased husband (who
was so infatuated with the script, he cut short
a Florida vacation to fly to Toronto in bonechillingly cold February to shoot), Richard.
It’s based on a real life experience, with one of
Johnston’s friends engaging in a yearly dinner
with an older woman where they “have dinner
and they flirt outrageously”. And to Johnston,
it just made perfect sense to turn what she felt
was a beautiful story into a beautiful movie.

MacDonald and Johnston met rather
serendipitously in a café, neither party knowing
the other but walking out at the end of the
night as business partners. The two started
talking together and hit it off, with Johnston
half-recognizing her as an actress and proposed
working together on a script. MacDonald didn’t
have her business card with her, but made to
anyway. “So I wrote my name on a— my email

When it comes to identifying with the
characters, there are some clear connections
and some fuzzy ones. The parallels between
MacDonald’s life and her character’s, for
instance, are easily drawn: both lost family at
a young age, both were adopted at a young age,
and both had to teach themselves to open up to
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Despite agreements or disagreements over
which characters each identify with, both are in
complete unison when it comes to the quality
of casting in “Tru Love”. Both MacDonald
and Johnston said that there was great mutual
admiration and respect from everyone for
everyone, and an almost magical feeling arose
from the movie because of that.

other people. One scene, in particular, proved
to be particularly cathartic for MacDonald to
film: the one where she opens up to Alice about
losing her parents in a car accident.
“I definitely was channeling [my father’s death],”
says MacDonald. “I think that’s actually one of
the most beautiful scenes for Tru, where she’s
the most grounded, where she’s — she’s never
really told anybody, she doesn’t talk about it.
I don’t talk about it all the time, either.” It’s a
topic she’s not particularly fond of discussing,
admitting, “people know my dad has died and
it was, you know, very impactful, but it’s not
something you go around talking about. I’ve
mentioned it; I mentioned it once and then now
kind of people are asking about it, which in a
sense, I kind of regret it because it makes you
— it forces you to bring it to the surface again.”

Another element they both agree made the
movie what it is was the weather, with their first
day of filming plummeting to a mind-numbing
-40C. It may not be the most ideal time of
year to film a movie, but it was partly because
of reduced costs associated with filming and
partly because of the stark beauty in Toronto
that was begotten from the bare branches
ladled with snow. Viewers may think the winter
scenery is also a bit of a heavy-handed nod to
Tru and Alice’s May-December relationship,
but that’s not something that either Johnston or
MacDonald are quick to jump on.

For her part, Johnston says she sees herself in
every character, laughing loudly when asked
which one she identifies with most. “Well,
they’re all elements of me,” she says. “I think I
was a bit like Tru when I was younger, a bit of a
serial bed-hopping lesbian, and then I stopped
[because of a meaningful relationship]...And
Alice is a bit like me, too, but she’s more who
I would rather be, who I want to be, who I
aspire to be. Suzanne is the element of me that
wants everything to be tight and in control...
The characters come through me; I just write
through my own psychic space.”

Both also defend the lack of, well, sex in a
lesbian-not-lesbian film, with MacDonald
summing it up best: “You know, people say to
us, ‘Why isn’t there a sex scene? Why isn’t there a
sex scene?’ And I say, ‘[that kiss]’s your sex scene.’
That’s the sexiest thing of all, the first kiss.”
Oh, and in case you’re wondering about Trotter,
MacDonald won’t entirely kiss and tell, saying
nothing except, “She has very soft lips, she has
very soft lips...yeah, the kiss was real. It was, I
think, a beautiful moment. I really do.”
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FilmOut: Did a true story inspire “Tru Love,” the movie?
http://www.sdgln.com/news/2014/05/29/filmout-sandiego-did-true-story-inspire-tru-love-mo

(Editor’s note: SDGLN is featuring Q&A
interviews with leading filmmakers from
around the world who are participating in
FilmOut San Diego’s 16th annual LGBT Film
Festival, running May 30 to June 1 at the historic
North Park Theatre. Follow SDGLN for all the
news about one of the top LGBT film festivals
in the U.S. “Tru Love” is the Girls Centerpiece
and will be shown at 12:45 pm Sunday, June 1.
Ticket sales are brisk for this movie, so advance
purchase is a safe way to guarantee a seat.)

shoot is full of symbolism, and talks about the
challenges of co-directing.
Q: What’s the background on the plot for “Tru
Love”? Is it pure fiction or based on real people?
Kate: It was inspired by a young lesbian friend
of mine who told me about a beautiful older
widow with whom she developed a close
friendship with over the years. They meet for
dinner once a year and drink wine and there is
an innocent flirtation they both clearly relish.
A spark was lit for me. It seemed like the good
basis for a film. But the characters and the story
itself is pure fiction.

SAN DIEGO, California – Kate Johnston is
earning high praise for her first full-length
feature, “Tru Love,” co-directed and co-written
by Shauna MacDonald, the film’s star and
co-producer.

Film is about the “what if” question. I thought
“what if” these two women met and while
forming an unlikely bond accidentally fell in
love. What would happen then? Who are these
women? Conflict required a third character,
which became the daughter. That triangle
of mother, daughter, friend. It was also a
study in loneliness and isolation (which we
all experience) and of course attraction and
unexpected love which liberates them all from
themselves and from each other. This is what
created the impulse when I wrote it first as a
short film.

“Tru Love” has been selected as the Girls
Centerpiece at FilmOut San Diego’s 16th
annual LGBT Film Festival.
Johnston is a name familiar to FilmOut
audiences, having served as associate producer
of “Margarita,” which was presented at the
15th annual LGBT Film Festival. She also is
the writer/director/producer of the short film,
“Stormcloud,” which is in post-production.
Kate Johnston spills the beans on whether “Tru
Love” is a fictional story, answers if the winter
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I was then was encouraged to by Shauna and
others to expand it to a feature film. The story
was too good to be wasted on a short film I was
told. I wrote the first solid draft of the feature
in less than a month and then Shauna worked
with me on the subsequent drafts as my cowriter and finally we work-shopped it with
actors numerous times until we had it lean. The
rest is history.

buzz about your movie on the film festival circuit?
Kate: Thank you!!The buzz is very good so far
I have to say. Our reviews have been equally
positive as well (touch wood!) Our world
premiere was actually Raindance London UK
in October 2013 where we were first seen and
reviewed and subsequently included in the top
10 films list for 2103 in Huff Post UK (one below
“Gravity”). That was amazing. We just got back
from London UK again for the BFI: Flare LGBT
Film festival. Again, terrific festival. The buzz
has been ongoing and the film is now on the
international LGBT film circuit. We couldn’t
be more thrilled. We also have distribution
through Wolfe Releasing U.S, Juice Canada,
Peccadillo Pictures UK and Salzgeber in
Germany.

Q: The evocative romance that brews between
Tru and her ex-girlfriend’s mother, Alice, sets
up a fascinating conflict with Suzanne. Kate
and Shauna, you are to be commended for
etching out three strong female characters.
How did you cast the elegant Christine Horne
in the role of Suzanne, and how was she to work
with?

Q: Was there any reason you chose to shoot
during the winter, with outdoor scenes in the
snow and the harsher Toronto weather? Was it
for symbolism or for convenience? Inquiring
minds want to know!

Kate: Thank you! The elegant Christine Horne
shares the same agent as Shauna, so that is
great! She is also somebody whose work I am
familiar with (I was an associate producer on
the lesbian feature film “Margarita”) and when
our casting director Sharon Forrest suggested
her, Shauna and I both leapt at the chance to
work with her. She is a brilliant actress, a dream
to work with. She says so much without saying
a thing. She conveys such a rich tapestry of
complex emotion in a single look and elevated
the words and character beyond any hope I had
ever imagined.

Kate: A few reasons. Budget and availability of
actors and crew! And, of course, yes, symbolism
is key -- the winter was the absolute best
season for the film itself. Such a stark beauty.
Poetic. The ice, the city and nature visuals,
the metaphor of being frozen in your life and
then the thaw in the spring. You can’t get that
otherwise. I think the story and film is much
served better by being told in the winter.

Q: The script was tight, the story line is
compelling, and the acting is terrific. What is the

Q: Why did you decide to co-direct with
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Shauna? Did you take a collaborative or
individual approach to directing? And how did
that work out in the end? What lessons did you
learn?

lot to learn from others — technically, which
is ongoing and a huge learning curve & one in
which I am grateful to learn from.
Q: What do you want audiences to remember
about the film after they leave the theater?
Kate: That love is possible. That we have to start
with ourselves. It is an inner job; that to live in
fear of it can cripple you. The line that Alice
says — “I hope you find someone to love with
all your heart, and if your heart breaks, I hope
it breaks wide open” — that sums it up for me.

“Love is possible. That we have to start with
ourselves. It is an inner job; that to live in
fear of it can cripple you.”

Kate: Well, Shauna was my creative collaborator
from the time I finished writing the first feature
length draft of “Tru Love.” I was the director
on set, storyboarding and creating the images,
etc., directing the actors etc., and also in the
early stage of the rough cut. Shauna needed to
focus on being Tru on set, which was important
but having the super sharp eye she does (she
has an amazing eye for detail) she was able to
go over the shot-list, help make changes when
required, double check all shots and watched
dailies as well to look for mistakes -- which was
wonderful. She was with me in the editing room
every day as my co-director after the rough cut.
This was my first directorial feature (as well as
hers) so it was critical for us to work together
in unison to attain what was best for the film
itself. It was a true collaboration.

Q: What’s next for you?
Kate: I am writing two scripts — one a drama
(with humor, of course) and one a romanticcomedy – both of which I will direct. And I am
collaborating co-writing on a feature film with
two women from the UK.
Q: What is something your fans don’t know
about you both?
Kate: My father ran a movie theater and I grew
up in a projection booth. I was an actor before
I became a writer/director but I much prefer to
be the quiet storyteller behind the camera.
Q: If you were granted three wishes, what would
you do with them?

I learned that I have many strengths (I have
very strong visual eye for telling a story and I
know where the tension lies) and I also have a

Kate: Make more films. Fall in love again.
Travel more.
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